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Love No More
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                  Db             C
You ain´t looking for love no more
                   Fm        Ab
You just looking for comfort
            Db             C
Go cry me a river till you drown
                Fm    Ab
Go find you another 

                  Db             C
You ain t looking for love no more
                    Fm        Ab
You just looking for comfort
            Db            C
Go cry me a river drag me down

                     Fm   Ab
But I m not going under
Db       C                           Fm
Yeah, girl I used to make your heart race
Ab                                        Db
Lately we ain t speaking we just touching base
           C                       Fm
I still remember times back at our place
                Ab                      Db
Saying you was mad but couldn t hold it straight
             C                      Fm
Ooh that was back when it was real yeah
               Ab                              Db
Back when everything we said was from our feelings
               C                         Fm
Every moment spent together we was building
                                        Ab
Now we constantly wounded and we ain t healing
Db                                           C
Can t nobody do it like I do it and you know that
Fm                                                  Ab
You was getting lazy and you still ain t got your flow back
Db                                      C
We just wasting time it seems like every time we go back
Fm                              Ab
Had your shot but girl your just a throwback

Db                                   Fm
Yeah, girl I used to make your heart race
Ab                                        Db
Lately we ain t moving we just stuck in place



           C                       Fm
Looking for comfort you feelings no ways
                Ab
Seems like we re just going through the same phase
Db               C
Girl, you let it get to you
       Fm                                 Ab
I know that it s all up in your head but that s it for you
Db
You just like the labels and all  
      C
Like you taken and all
 Fm                                        Ab
Like you comfortable baby there s no more effort involved
Db
Girl it s simple as that 
               C
I ain t busting down walls
Fm                                       Ab
You gave up way too easy and that s the real you I saw
Db
You can say I m afraid
C
One mistake and I m gone
                                    Fm                   Ab
But you know that ain t true cus  you wasn t here all along

Db                C
Ooh yeah yeah yeah
Fm                Ab
Ooh yeah yeah yeah


